LIFE AT SEA
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192 feet wide,
1) The Intrepid measures 912 feet long by
s.
the equivalent of about three football field

the Newport News
2) Work began on the Intrepid in 1941 by
She was finally
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. in Virginia.
launched on April 26, 1943.

13) Between April 1966 - 1969, the
Intrepid undertook three tours of duty
in Vietnam, during which her air group
won a Navy Commendation, the Navy’s
highest group honor.

aircraft carrier to be
3) The Intrepid was the fifth Essex-class
ver, the wife of Vice
launched and was sponsored by Helen Hoo
Admiral John H. Hoover.

14) On March 15, 1974, the Intrepid was deco
mmissioned for
the last time, at Quonset Point, R.I., and towe
d to Philadelphia.

the Caribbean
4) After setting sail on its first voyage to
motto became
for shake-down and training, the Intrepid’s
in Heaven.”
“In Mare In Coelo,” which means “In the Sea

15) The Intrepid was nicknamed the Figh
ting I thanks to her many
years of active service.
16) Real estate developer and philanthropi
st Zachary Fisher and
his wife Elizabeth were responsible for savi
ng the Intrepid from the
scrap yard. They established the Intrepid
Museum Foundation and
provided close to $50 million to have the
historic
vessel moved to New York and converted
to a museum.

bers at one time
5) The ship housed up to 3,388 crew mem
during its years of active service.
6) The Intrepid suffered its first war
wound in February 1944, after being
struck below her waterline by a
Japanese aerial torpedo. She
underwent temporary repairs in
Pearl Harbor before heading back
to the West Coast.
d to
7) By June 1954 the Intrepid was converte
among the first
a modern attack aircraft carrier. She was
catapults.
in the US Navy to be equipped with steam
rd by launching 11
8) In 1960, the Intrepid broke her own reco
single catapult.
jets in 8 minutes and 32 seconds with one

12) Intrepid again joined forces with NAS
A in 1965 when she picked
up Lt. Cmdr. John Young and Maj. Virgil “Gus
” Grissom and their
capsule Molly Brown after they completed
a three-orbit flight and
the first controlled reentry into Earth’s
atmosphere.

17) Famous visitors have included actors Matt
hew
McConaughey and Angelina Jolie, and dign
itaries Bill
and Hillary Clinton.
18) Nicolas Cage spent five days filming
“National
Treasure” on the Intrepid’s flight deck in
2004.
19 Will Smith filmed sequences for “I Am
Legend” on the Intrepid in
2006. Although the crew was allowed to film
on the ship, Smith was
barred from actually hitting golf balls off
the Blackbird aircraft and
camera trickery had to be used instead.

wing in 1960 as
9) John McCain joined the Intrepid’s air
a Skyraider pilot in squadron VA-65.
assified from attack
10) By the end of 1961, the Intrepid was recl
-11.
carrier to an anti-submarine carrier, CVS
recovered by a
11) In 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter was
essful Project Mercury
helicopter from the Intrepid after his succ
space mission.

LIFE AT SEA Vocabulary
1) Essex-C

lass - The Intrepid belongs
to the Essex-class of air
carriers. There were a
craft
total of 24 Essex-class
aircraft carriers begin
with the USS Essex, wh
nin
g
ich was commissioned
on December 31, 1942.
>> Did you know? <<

Called the “fast carri
ers,” each Essex -class
carrier could travel at
approaching 32 knots
speeds
, or more than 37 mp
h. Each ship was thr
in length and could ca
ee football fields
rry 3,000 men and 90
airplanes.
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8) Island - Tall structure on the
edge of the flight deck; center of ship
command.

trepid launched and landed her aircraft.
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While standing on the flight deck you are
92 feet above water.
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means that the In

Videographers positioned on the island filme
d
the launching and landing of aircraft on
the ship
so pilots could review their films and perfe
ct
their flying techniques.
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Deck - The area of the ship
where Intrepid crew members ate three
square meals a day.

10) Kamikaze - A military tactic developed by Japan during World War II, in
which Japanese pilots would intentionally
crash their planes into enemy ships.

>> Did you know? <<

>> Did you know? <<

In 1969 Food Service Officer Robert Craig overs
aw
the redesign of the Intrepid’s mess deck. His
staff
blended standard naval paints to create new
colors
that would go along with the new Wild West them
ed eating area.

The Intrepid was hit or damaged five times
by
Kamikazes during the time she spent in World
War
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ceremony of placing a ship in active
service.
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11) Commissioning - The act or
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On an averag
e six month
deployment
20 pounds of
one cr
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of bread and icken, 63 pounds of beef ew member consumed
: 344 eggs,
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>> Did you know? <<

Intrepid was commissioned on August 16,
1943
and was officially decommissioned on Marc
h
14, 1974.

quarters.

Typically crew memb
ers slept in a chain -lin
ked triple bunk and sh
a three -man locker,
ared
where all of their belon
gings could be stored
.

